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FOREWORD
The program reported herein was performed by the General
Electric-Space Division, Valley Forge, Pa. , for the George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center, Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama, under
Contract NAS 8-28167. The performance period for the work was
2 December 1971 to 29 June 1973. The principal investigator was
Edward J. Kuhar and the program manager was Clyde V. Stahle. The
NASA Technical Monitor was Dr. John R. Admire who provided valuable
guidance throughout the course of the program.
The results of the study are described in the main volume of this
report and include the theoretical development of the dynamic transforma-
tion method, numerical results from the application of the method to
several sample problems, and some comparisons with other available
methods of analysis.
The separate addendum to this report provides the user instructions
for the DAMUS computer program (Dynamic-transformation Adapted to
Modal-synthesis Using Stiffness Coupling) v/hich implements the method
developed under this program.
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Nomenclature
fmj = mass matrix for substructure in jxS physical
coordinates
= stiffness matrix for substructure in x physical
coordinates
[ 0 I = matrix of substructure eigenvectors in
coordinates
M = mass matrix for total structure in Jx| physical
coordinates
K ] = stiffness matrix for total structure in fx] physical
coordinates
= matrix of eigenvectors for total structure in )xl
physical coordinates
JMJ = generalized mass matrix for total structure in j q j
modal coordinates
|K = generalized stiffness matrix for total structure in £q|
modal coordinates
f •y'l ~ matrix of eigenvectors for total structure in Sql
modal coordinates
j_T J = dynamic transformation matrix
= transformation matrix defining the relationship of the
reduced coordinates, -jq l , to the kept coordinates jq
= physical coordinates
iql = generalized modal coordinates
= system circular frequency
= substructure circular frequency
= reduction circular frequency
= number of degrees of freedom in structure
111
Subscripts
= refers to the i subset, term, or substructure
= incremental mass from coupling spring
CPL = incremental stiffness from coupling spring
k = kept coordinates
r = reduced coordinates
Superscripts
k = kept coordinates
r = reduced coordinates
A = attachment coordinates
I = interior coordinates not attached to any other sub-
structure
— = revised value
= second time derivative




This document describes a Fortran IV computer program used to per-
form modal synthesis by stiffness coupling using the dynamic transformation
method. The program has been named DAMUS (Dynamic-transformation
Adapted to Modal-synthesis Using Stiffness-coupling). The program begins with
the entry of a substructure's mass and stiffness matrix. The eigenproblem for
the individual substructure is solved. Provisions are included for a maximum
of 20 substructures (100 DOF max/substructure) which may be coupled by 100
stiffness matrix springs (100 DOF/spring). The substructures are then coupled
together via coupling springs, and the dynamic transformation is used to reduce
the size of the eigenproblem. After solving for the coupled system eigenvalues
and vectors, the user may elect to backsubstitute selected modes. The total
number of modes treated by the program is 300 consisting of 100 kept coordin-
ates (maximum eigenvalue size) and ZOO coordinates reduced by the dynamic
transformation. For user flexibility, six major entry points have been included
in DAMUS.
Input data for DAMUS is mainly accomplished by the READ and READIM
FORMA subroutines. Output data to be saved is written on files generated by the
WTAPDS and WTAPSS subroutines written specifically for DAMUS. Those files
which contain data to be saved should be copied to tape after the execution of
DAMUS. A total of 12 files have been defined for use by the program. Depending
on user options, the number of files used at any one time will vary; and at no




2. 1 BASIC THEORY FOR STIFFNESS COUPLING
The stiffness coupling method of modal synthesis assembles the com-
plete structure in the same manner as the displacement method for structural
analysis. The total structure may be represented by a number of substructures
connected through flexible links. Each substructure is analyzed without the
flexible links to determine the component vibration modes with free attach-
ment coordinates. The flexible links are represented by a stiffness matrix
relating the interface forces from one set of substructure attachment coordin-
ates to another,
The method of sub structuring for stiffness coupling may best be illustrated
by considering a total structure consisting of only two substructures. The
general undamped equation of motion for the ith substructure in terms of its
generalized mass matrix, QvYvJ], and generalized stiffness matrix, (_Jsi j ,
is given by
i. 4- D c X c *0 (1)
where the coordinates jXi.1 describe physical motions of the mass points.
Each substructure has two sets of coordinates which will be referred to as
attachment coordinates, J'^-i.j , and internal coordinates, 4 "X-i. [ • The
attachment coordinates are those degrees of freedom (DOF) which are connected
to another substructure via a stiffness matrix or coupling spring. The internal
2-1
coordinates are those DOF which are not connected to any other substructure.
It is important to note that for stiffness coupling the coordinates belonging to
one particular substructure are not common to any other. If "n. j_ represents
the size of the ith substructure and Vv the size of the total structure com-
prised of S^ substructures, then A will be given by
V\ = (2)
i-l
Having defined two sets of coordinates for each substructure, Eq. (1) may be











Now consider the total structure to be described by a mass matrix, [ MTJ ,
and a stiffness matrix, L^TJ , such that














If we describe the connecting structure between 4 "X-i (
by a mass matrix, L^^-l > where
and 4 X-j r
r
o i * (6)




Then LMrJand L^VJ may be written in partitioned form using the submatrices
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and recognizing the partitions belonging to each of the substructures, Eq. (4)





For each substructure defined by Eq. (1), a set of eigenvalues, [_ ' *>J ,
and a set of mass normalized eigenvectors, [_ ^i- j > can be obtained such that
*]•[!] ( l la)
( l ib)
Using the results from Eq. (11), we can now express Eq. (10) in terms of a
set of generalized modal coordinates, V ^ L V . The coordinate transformation
is given by /• -N













Solution of Eq. (14) will result in a set of eigenvalues, I -*•• ^J , and then
corresponding eigenvectors, L'' J . Because of the similarity transforma-
tion used to obtain Eq. (14) from Eq. (10), the eigenvalues of Eq. (10) will
be equal to those of Eq. (14) and the corresponding eigenvectors, /. Y* J ,
of Eq. (10) will be given by
Eq. (14) represents the most general form of the equation of rn> tion for stiffness
coupling. This equation is generally solved by partitioning the ) f t - r coordinates
into two groups, kept and truncated. The truncated coordinates correspond to
the high frequency substructure modes and are completely omitted from the
equation of motion. Those degrees of freedom remaining, the partitioned set
of kept coordinates, determine the final reduced size of the eigenvalue problem
to be solved.
The general form of Eq. (14) may be simplified further by including the
. »
• ^ .^
correct H\&i partitions from Eq. (6) in each corresponding L^cJ at the
substructure level. This is reasonable because we are assuming that there is
no inertial coupling between substructures. This will result in L M&J = 0 and





After solving for the Cc^'s and 4>i 's, the only lengthy calculation left to
be performed in order to obtain Eq. (16) is the matrix triple-product involving








By forming the triple product L<^J [KeptJ I 9J using Eqs. (9b) and (19) and
refactoring the result in terms of the matrix partitions, the resultant form of




and the final form of
" ' '«•'
CPL









As a result of omitting the higher substructure modes, the solutions
from the truncated Eq. (16) will have errors introduced. The truncation errors
can be greatly diminished by including the modes that would have been truncated
through a dynamic transformation. Instead of truncating or omitting modes,
all modes can be included through a transformation that relates the "reduced"
modes not contained explicitly in the solution to the modes that are "kept. " If
o
JTL{_ corresponds to an exact eigenvalue of Eq. (16), the relationship between
r A?
the eigenvalue and its eigenvector may be expressed in terms of the kept, J 2- V,
and reduced
- I f ] , coordinates as: $•
L ""7.7",.,
•where the ) ^t- ( corresponds to those modes previously truncated. If we
designate Vw as the total number of modes kept from all the substructures
and V\y as the total number of modes reduced, then
(23)








Using Eq. (25) for some "reduction frequency", 47 , we can write
The dynamic transformation matrix, L.TJ , is then defined as
L * J (28)
The reduced equation of motion is obtained directly by substituting the coord
inate transformation
(29)
into Eq. (16) and pre-multiplying by the transpose of \_Tj • The reduced
generalized mass and stiffness matrices can be written in the partitioned forms





Conventional methods of determining eigenvalues may be applied to the
reduced equation of motion to obtain a set of eigenvalues, {_ ^J » and
r y*i
corresponding set of mass normalized eigenvectors, L 5 J. From the coord-
inate relationship defined by Eq. (25), the reduced eigenvectors, L t J ,




and the physical eigenvectors for the total solution will be given by
(33)
This solution will be exact for any _TX.^ which is the same as the reduction
frequency, O , used in developing FT J .
Significant improvement can be obtained in the modes and frequencies by
applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method in conjunction with the dynamic transforma-
tion for individual modes. This part of the dynamic transformation will be
referred to as backsubstitution. For each --*-i to be considered, a revised
4r-^vl  - ,
mode shape, L <u J, can be determined by substituting ^ = _Tl_^ in [_K J




•where N P£ is the normalization factor used to mass normalize one 0£ for
some -fl-i
A new estimate of -TLj, will be given by
Another measure of the accuracy of the solution is provided by the change in




In order to provide user flexibility and at the same time minimize
computation of basic data changes, six major entry points have been
established for DAMUS:
1. Basic substructure data entered, subsystem eigensolutions.
2. Coupling spring stiffness data entered and stiffness contribu-
tions calculated.
3. Selection of modes to be kept/reduced/truncated, generalized
mass and stiffness matrices calculated.
2
4. p value for dynamic transformation entered, eigensolution
for system using the dynamic transformation.
5. Calculation of physical eigenvectors for total system.
6. Backsubstitution of selected modes from system solution.
Entry into the program is accomplished by designating a specific entry
point (EP). Termination of the program is accomplished by designating
the last EP the user desires to execute.
The Fig. 3-1 flow chart is included to show the general flow of
the program. A corresponding flow chart showing the main Fortran
subroutine called by the program may be found in Appendix B. The flow
chart for input/output files required by the program at each EP is in
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A special vector input notation is used for reading in vectors used
to select DOF orders. When it is required for the user to select a group
of DOF's to be re-ordered or to designate a group of coordinates to be
printed from a substructure, a vector of identifying DOF's is read into
DAMUS by the READ1M FORMA subroutine. The order in which the DOF
numbers appear determines the particular sequence of DOF desired. If
a sequential set of numbers from Nl to N2 is desired, the input may be
abbreviated by the'user. Inclusive groups of numbers to be generated in
ascending order may be specified at any one time by using three elements




The integers from Nl to N2 will be sequentially expanded in the IV matrix
starting from the IV(I) location. The last element of IV must be negative
if this abbreviated form of input is used.
For an example, let us consider a substructure with 20 DOF's. It is
desired to print only 10 of the substructure DOF's in a different order. The
vector for reordering the DOF's would be designated as a 1 x 10 on the
READtM header card. If the order to be printed is given as
7,8,9, 10,2, 1, 15, 16, 17, 18
then the shortened input vector would be given by
7, 0, 10, 2, 1, 15, 0, -18.
3-3
If all the DOF's were desired to be printed in their original order, the
input vector (1X20) would be
1, 0, -20
and the expanded vector of numbers 1 through 20 would be generated by
the program.
Entry Point 1
The mass and stiffness matrices, L^i^ > <• r^ i* » for each substruc-
ture are read into DAMUS at EP-1. The substructures are defined in the
program by a user supplied number which ranges from 1 to 20. Since
each substructure is to be identified in the program by a distinct number,
their input may be in any order. Input data for the mass matrix may be in
two forms: an n x n square matrix or a 1 x n row vector. Before
i i i
solving the substructure eigenproblem, the attachment coordinates must
^be identified and partitioned into the x. set. An input vector IDDOF is
A
used here to specify the N. coordinates. Since the special input notation
A
as previously described is to be used, only the n. coordinates need be
specified. The program will complete the vector for re-arranging the mass
j^and stiffness matrices. The n. coordinates must be partitioned in the
same order as the coupling-spring DOF's. If one substructure couples
to several others, then each set of attachment DOF's must be specified
in the order in which they will be used. For example, assume that sub-
A
structure i couples to 3 other substructures. The "X. coordinates may





> . A 1
Al A2
(If X. = X- » then only 2 partitions need to be specified). For EP-2,
AJ-it will be necessary to input the n. locations since each spring only
couples 2 substructures at a time. Thus, there will be at most, 3 sets
. ^
of 9?. associated with substructure i. After re-arranging the sub-
structure DOF's, the complete vector will be printed out to allow the user
to identify the substructure mode shapes. An additional input vector is
required here to select which substructure DOF's are to be printed after
the system is coupled. The DOF order desired refers to the original m.,
A Ik., read into core, not the partitioned X. , "X. coordinate set. If one
desired all of the coordinates to be printed, the abbreviated vector
( 1 x n.) would be given by 1, 0, -n- in the READIM format. An option is
included at this point to rotate the m., k into system coordinates by
i i
reading in a 3 x 3 direction cosine matrix. The substructure may not
be rotated if its size is not divisible by three.
Another option for EP-1 is one for altering or adding substructure
data. The user may add new substructures at any time. If a substructure
or group of substructures need to be altered, only those to be changed can
be entered. The program tapes will be updated to reflect the changes
without regenerating previous unaltered substructural data.
3-5
Entry Point 2
Coupling spring stiffness data is entered here. Each coupling
spring stiffness matrix is associated with only 2 substructures. The
user must specify which two substructures are being coupled, the number
of attachment DOF's associated with each substructure, and the starting
location of the n. i" coordinates that were specified by the IDDOF vector
in EP-1. The program then performs the product
and saves the result for assembly in EP-3 where the <fy contains only
Ai .,
those X- coordinates corresponding to the KCPL^ DOF's. As in EP-1,
the user may add additional coupling springs corresponding to more sub-
structures added. If a substructure was altered, this EP must be executed
again to reflect the substructures' altered eigenvector. Only those coupling
springs of direct concern need be calculated. The program will update
the tapes without regenerating previous unaltered substructure data.
3-6
Entry Point 3
At this EP, the user specifies which modes are to be kept and re-
duced. The input matrix KEEP (2 x MAXSUB) is used where the column
corresponds to a substructure. The ( l , i ) location specifies the total
number of lowest modes kept for substructure i and the (2, i) row specifies
the total number of next highest modes to be reduced. All other modes
will be truncated. The restrictions for the total kept and reduced modes
are given by
MAXSUg
2 KEEP ( ! ,£ • ) ^ too
i= l
MM.SU 8
"£ KEEP (z,O ^= z°°
i'l
The generalized stiffness matrix is then assembled in its kept and reduced
partitions. There must be at least 2 modes kept from each substructure
read into DAMUS. For KEEP(l . i ) = 10 and KEEP (2, i) = 20, the program
will select modes 1 to 10 for the kept partition from substructure i and
will place modes 11 to 30 in the reduced partition.
Entry Point 4
The reduction frequency, p , is entered at EP-4, and the dynamic
transformation is applied to obtain the reduced mass and stiffness matrices.
The eigenvalues for the coupled substructures are now obtained.
3-7
Entry Point 5
This entry point calculates the coupled physical eigenvectors*
which are printed in substructure groups. The order in which they are
to be printed is determined by the order the substructures were originally
read into DAMUS. The user must specify how many modes are to be
printed by specifying the first and last mode number of the group of
modes desired. Considerable computer time may be saved by selecting
coordinates and printing a few of the modes since only those selected will
be calculated. The user may desire to re-enter the program to select
new coordinates to be printed or more modes. If the option to obtain new
coordinates is selected, the user must specify which substructures will
be printed and a new identification vector for selecting the coordinates
for each substructure being considered. When selecting only different
modes to be printed, those coordinates previously defined in EP-1 will
be used to calculate physicals. An option also exists for making the co-
ordinate selection a permanent change and will cause the basic program
tapes to be updated to reflect any new ordering specified by this entry
point. The order in which the substructure groups will be printed may
be altered this way.
^Referred to as "physicals" for convenience.
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Entry Point 6
This EP is for backsubstitution. The user may select in any order
up to 30 modes at a time to be backeubstituted. The same physicals as
specified in EP-5 will be calculated and printed. If the program is entered
here, it will use the system tapes previously generated and saved to cal-
culate the physicals. For new coordinate selection in EP-5, the correct
save tape must be used to obtain the physicals. If EP-6 is executed after
EP-5 and a new coordinate selection was made, the physicals calculated
will be those currently specified in EP-5. The new eigenvalues will be
printed along with the normalization factor used to mass normalize the
-* / A 2





4. 1 INPUT DATA
This section describes the necessary input data required to
execute DAMUS and is ordered by entry points. The data cards and
the variables appearing on them are listed in sequential order with
the input format or FORMA subroutine specified. The definitions for
the variables specified on the cards are given to clarify their meaning.
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Final off-diagonal value for diagonalizing a
matrix ["Aj using the method of Jacobi.
Twelve tape and/or file units used by the program
and assigned by the user. Only those tapes
actually used must be specified.
Entry Point for entering program. There are 6
entry points in all defined by the integers from
1 to 6. If the program is being entered at Entry
Point 1 other than the first time, then IENTR = - 1
must be specified.
Exit Point for terminating the program. The exit
points are identical to the entry points with program
termination occurring after the execution of the entry
point specified by IEXIT~!
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ISUB, KEPMOD, MOPT, TROT
IDDOF (1XN1)
K (NXN)

















Number of substructures to be read into program
at this time. There will be NSUBS sets of cards
from 2-7 following Card 1.
0 denotes the first time the program is entered
at Entry Point 1
1 denotes more substructures are to be added
to a set of substructures previously defined
2 denotes one or more substructures from a
previously defined set are to be changed.
Substructure identification number which ranges
from 1 to 20. Each substructure must be identified
by a different no.
Total number of modes to be saved on tape for sub-
structure "ISUB. " This number must not be less
than the sum of the number of modes to "kept" plus
the number of modes to be "reduced" for this parti-
cular substructure.









1 Mass matrix is square NXN
2 Diagonal mass matrix to be read in as a
1XN vector.
0 Substructure already in system coordinates.
Delete Card 6 from input.
1 Rotate substructure by direction cosines,
a 3X3 matrix, read in on Card 6.
Special 1XN1 integer vector used to place connecting
coordinates in first Nl DOF locations for "ISUB. "
Order of connecting DOF's must correspond to
those used in coupling spring. The order in which
the DOF's appear in IDDOF determines the re-
arranged DOF order. Nl = the number of elements
in IDDOF.
Input Stiffness Matrix, for "ISUB". (NXN)
Input Mass Matrix for "ISUB". (NXN) or (1XN)
Optional Direction Cosines Matrix (3X3). Total
number of substructure DOF's must be divisible
by 3 in order to exercise this option.
Special 1XN2 integer vector used to select those
physical coordinates to be calculated from "ISUB".
The order in which the DOF's appear in IPDOF will
determine the order in which they will be printed
for substructure "ISUB. " If no physical coordinates
from "ISUB" are to be calculated, IPDOF (1) must
equal zero. N2 equals the number of elements in
IPDOF. All substructure DOF numbers refer to
the original order in which they were read into the
computer.
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Number of coupling springs to be read into
program at this time. There will be NCPLS
sets of cards 2-3 following card 1.
0 denotes the first time the program is entered
at Entry Point 2.
1 denotes more coupling springs are to be added
to a set of data previously generated
2 denotes one or more coupling springs from a
previously defined set are to be permanently
changed.
First substructure coupled by spring (ISUB no. )
Number of connecting DOF's in ISUB1 for this
particular spring.
Starting DOF location of coordinates in ISUB1 which
were ordered by IDDOF. The substructure may
have more than one set of connecting coordinates.
NS1 defines the reordered starting location for a
connecting set of DOF's.
Second substructure coupled by spring
ISUB2 must always be greater than ISUB1.
Number of connecting DOF's in ISUB2 for this
particular spring.
Starting DOF location of coordinates in ISUB2 which
were ordered by IDDOF.
Coupling spring stiffness matrix for coupling ISUBl
to ISUB2. DOF's for coupling spring are in same
order as specified for the ISUBl, ISUB2 coordinates
by IDDOF with the ISUBl coordinates appearing
first. N is the size of the total number of coord-
inates used from each substructure.
4-5




KEEP ' = INTEGER Matrix defining how many modes are
to be kept and reduced for all of the substructures.
The KEEP(1, I) row defines the number of low
modes to be kept for substructure I. The KEEP
(2,1) row defines the number of modes to be reduced
for substructure I. Modes from the substructures
are arranged in ascending order by frequency. For
some substructure ISUB, the first KEEP(l.ISUB)
modes will be kept and the next KEEP(2, ISUB) modes
will be reduced by the dynamic transformation.
MXSUB is the highest numbered substructure read
into the program. A zero in some KEEP(2, ISUB)
location will include all modes in the kept set.
4-6
4. 1. 4 Input Data for Entry Point 4
Card
No. Input Order Format
1 LAMDAO(lXl) READ
Definitions
LAMDAO = p^ value used for the dynamic transformation
for reduction.
4-7






















Mode number of first mode to be printed.
Mode number of last mode to be printed.
0 no optional cards needed
1 requires cards (2) and (3), but data files
not updated
2 requires cards (2), (3) with permanent update
of files.
An integer vector containing Nl substructure ID's
for which new physical DOF's are to be defined.
Ordering vector for selecting DOF's from each
substructure defined by ID. There will be Nl
of these cards.
'f( ) Indicates optional data and is not required if option not exercised.
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4. 1. 6 Input Data for Entry Point 6
Input Data Format
1 NBKSB 15
2 IMODE (1XNMD) READIM
Definitions
NBKSB = Number of groups of modes to be backsubstituted.
30 modes may be specified to be backsubstituted
at any one time. NBKSB tells the program how
many groups of 30 modes are to be selected.
IMODE = Integer vector selecting modes to be backsubstituted
with NMD ^ 30. There will be NBKSB card (2)'s.
4-9
4. 2 OUTPUT FILES/TAPES
This section describes the data saved on each logical file. Figure
4-1 presents a Tape Flow Chart indicating which files will be required
for executing the desired entry points. The program is written to handle
files instead of tapes. A computer utility program should be used to save
the necessary files on tape for re-entry into DAMUS. All eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are output by subroutine WTAPDS and may be read by
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4.2.1 Description of Output Files/Tapes (Ref. Fig. 4-1)
NT APE (I) Description
I
1 This tape contains basic data necessary for program
logic. It includes substructure sizes, ordering data,
coupling indices, and data locations on the various tapes.
It is required for every Entry Point (EP) and will be up-
dated to reflect any changes due to option selections. It
consists of one logical record written in binary by the
standard Fortran WRITE routine.
2 This tape contains the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for
each substructure. In addition, it has the identification
vectors used to re-order the substructure DOF's for the
initial solution and for printing physicals. This tape
is output data from EP-1 and is used by EP-2, 3. If
IOP = 2 for EP-5, this tape is needed as input. A new
NTAPE(2) will be output on NTAPE(12) for subsequent
runs.
3 This tape contains the partitioned set of substructure
eigenvectors to be used in calculating physical vectors.
Those DOF's to be calculated are packed into 100 DOF
blocks and saved in the order read in. This is output
from EP-1 and is required as input for EP-5 and EP-6,
only if IOP = 0 for EP-5.
4 This tape contains the partitioned coupling spring data
used for assembling the generalized stiffness matrix.
The substructures are coupled 2 at a time. This tape is
output from EP-2 and is required input for EP-3.
5 This tape contains the assembled generalized stiffness
matrix in partitioned form plus the eigenvalues and
participation factors from the system solution. Data is
output from EP-3 and EP-4 on this tape and is required
as input for EP-5 and EP-6. Re-entry into the program
at EP's 3 and 4 will destroy previously generated data
for that particular EP. If it is desired to save the pre-
vious data for some future reference, a new tape should
be used; i. e. , copy old tape data to new tape and use if
data from EP-3 is needed.
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NT APE (I) Description
I
6 This is a scratch file. It is basically required only
for EP-4. For particular options, it may be required
for EP's 1, 2, 5, and 6. If IOP > 0 in EP-5, NTAPE(6)
replaces NTAPE(3) for EP-5, 6. If IOP = 2 in EP-5,
several files are updated permanently; and NTAPE(6)
should be saved and used as NTAPE(3) for subsequent
runs.
7 This is a scratch file required for EP-4. If IOP > 0
for EP-5, it is required there as a scratch file also.
8 This is an output tape containing only the system physical
eigenvectors which are partitioned by substructure from
EP-5.
9 This output tape contains those selected system eigen-
values and eigenvectors obtained for backsubstitution
from EP-6.
10 Special input tape for EP-1 when I OP = 2. Use previous
NTAPE(2) data and new NTAPE(2) generated. NTAPE(7)
may be used here if old NTAPE(2) copied onto this file.
11 Special input tape for EP-2 when I OP = 2. Use previous
NTAPE(4) data and new NTAPE(4) generated. NTAPE(7)
may be used here if old NT APE (4) data copied onto this
file. If NTAPE(7) used in EP-1 for NTAPE(IO), it may
not be used again for EP-2 if the EP's are being executed
consecutively.
12 Special output tape for EP-5 when IOP = 2. This tape
replaces NTAPE(2) for subsequent runs.
4-13














































Vector for reordering substructure DOF's
Substructure eigenvalues
Substructure eigenvectors
Vector for selecting substructure DOF's
to be printed in physicals.
Set repeated for as many substructures
read into program.
Partitioned set of substructure vectors
assembled by IPDOF.
Repeated in blocks of 100 DOF until finished.
Partitioned coupling spring, CPL.
Set repeated for each spring read into program.
Partitioned stiffness matrix for reduced
coordinates
Partitioned stiffness matrix coupling terms
Partitioned stiffness matrix for kept
coordinates
System eigenvalues
Participation factors for kept coordinates
Participation factors for reduced coordin-















R matrix for dynamic transformation
in partitioned form.
PHYSYS System Eigenvectors
One record for each substructure.
LAMBKS Eigenvalues from backsubstitution
PHYBKS Eigenvectors from backsubstitution
Repeat set for as many modes selected
in groups of 30.
Optional input tape, NTAPE(2)
Optional input tape, NTAPE(4)
Optional output tape, NT APE (2)
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A P P E N D I X A
FORTRAN LISTING OF DAMUS AND FLOW CHARTS
This appendix contains the Fortran listing of DAMUS. The
main program has been divided into four links with each link beginning
with one of the six entry points. The main program calls the first link



















The flow chart following the program listing shows the major
subroutines called by the main program links. If the subroutine called
requires input data, a flow chart for that particular subroutine has been
included.
A-l
= 06-.73 -15...547 ST£....MA I V. I INK
CSTC _ STC MAI N LINK
........... COMMON i'F\'TR'," I EX I T , c QU , 'ylUT i, \UT2 , NUT 3", NUT 4", NUf 5 ,""JUT6, NUT7 , M'JT-
1, NUT9.\UT10;\"JT11,\|UT12 ___
'/MLf'^ Z/ nU.^ri /LSTAHT/ DUHY2<30)
__ _
""L^GTH^" = 200
CALL LINK _ (5HEM.T9Y1J
STOP
END _
23747 WORDS OF MEMORY USED BY THIS COMPILATION
A-2
6 * o 6.-. 2.3 15 ..5 43. SXlf£N £ 3 S _C..Q UELI.N.8. __ E N TJlTLj,
.CSTCl S T I F F N E S S COUPLHG E N T R Y 1
SU8ROUTPJE STCl
I ME MS I 3\<_ A a : 3 , 1 0 J ) /S C 1 30 , 100 ) , PHY <1 0 0 , 1 00 )
" " " " " "
"i D ( i"oc > « "i v ( i-oo ) » jv ( "{oo > « T! c ioo > , i?, t Too > ; T3<
,KS<27 __ NNDOF<20,6),:<cE?<2,20), XCPL(210) S*(20)
3,~" """"•" IDPHY(21)7l3CPL(100)|PHD(2b')
COM'-ICM I.P.NTR , I EX I T
 fFQD, NUTi, NUT? , NUT.3 ,_NU Jj , NUT5 L.NUT6., NUT7 ,.M'JT9





DAjA ?HD<1>/12QHPHY1 PHt2 Pr|"3 PHY4 PHY5 PHT6 PHY? p'-jYs PH
JY9 '^nviO PHVIl PHY12 >HY13'PHY14>HY15" PHY16 PHY17 PHY13 PHY19 PH
_
D A T A 'NS'J9T7iVcPLT,NNO"OFTl^f fY'»TD"CPL/KCPL|kEEPV><SK7KSR/533«0/
1 J C O FOR. - iA r ( 1615 ) _ ____ _ ________ _ __
lOCi F O R M A T ~ C=iQ ,0)
2UCO
2 0 C 1 F O W M A T ( / / / lOX l7H iNPUT T^PE NOS"," '=,1215", /10Xi7HUNl T' ASS IGf\|ED
• 1, _12I5) _ __
20C2 FORMAT""r///io<' IONTR - 115 , iOX ' I EX I T ='I5>
2 'JOS rOR^i iT ( / / / 1 0 X « E ' - J T ^ Y P O l ^ T ' 15 , 4X» HAS BEEN C O M P L E T E D . ' )
2 0 0 4 F O R M A T < / / / 1 0 X » I E N T H Y " 5» I S i l O X ' N S U B S = ' I 5» 10X ' I OP = ' I 5 )
1 . . . . . C A L L ' S T A R T " " . . . . .
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 0 1 ) Fi3D
R E A D " (5 .1000 ) "N . jT3 " ,N i iT l ,N i j T6 ,N u T2 iN u T3 iN u T4VN, jT5 fN i jT7 |N u T9
1,' NUT13i*JUTl l ,NUT12 _ _______ ____
R E A D "(5, 1000 ) I E N T R . I E X I T . . . . . . " " " . . . . . . . . "
W R I T ? ( 6 , 2 0 0 0 ) F O P
" w R l ' T t " (6 ,20D l " ) "Y l , r - iV l2 ) ,NJT3 ( .NUTl7NUT67NUT2.NUT3,NUT4 f N U T 5 . M U T 7
WRlTa"(6'."2002)" I t N ^ R r l E X l T
IF ( 12NTR.C?T.1) GO TO 9002
IF (I5MTR.E3.1) "GO TO 9001
READ (^'jTg>"~'-jsu3TVNNDOF,"NCPLTl IDCPL,KCPL, IDPHY,KEEP;KSK
_ _ .
c " "
C fiET S'J^SlR^^iyR^ "!OD^L D A T A WM MA.SS AND S.T.LF.FN^5S M A T R I C E S
"" ........ "* " ................. ................ ~"~ " ............
_ R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 0 3 ) _ _ f J s U _ B _ 3 i I Q P _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. . . . . . . . CALL PA3J=HD"" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
' J R I T = ( 6 . 2 0 0 1 ) I R N T R Y . N S I J S S _ , I OP _ __
"" ......... IF ( i O P . ^ O r S V GO ' T O ' 120 ......... "" ..... " .............. " ...... "" " ..... "" ..........
C A L L S U 3 H A T ( IQPi A , S , P M Y , .^MDOFi I O P H Y , I Dt I Vi' JV, TI , T2» TS
..... - - £ • - - ..... — • u3 lJUS»N3U> jT ,KD l ,KD^ i KDl , KDw.LL l . NUTI , LL6 , !>JUT6 , TOD i PHD)
_ HO T) 123 ____ _ _ ___ ___ _.
120 "MSU3T - 0 ...... " ....... " ...... "~ ...... "" ...... --• —
A-3
'06-73 ...._i.i,54i STIFFNESS COUPLING ENTRY.i
CAlL_Sy3D_AT_<! I OP .'A , S, PHY, MNDOF , IDPHY, ID, I V, JV, Tl, T2 , T3
1," "" "" N3UBS, ;JSUdT(KJi,K:j4,KDliKU6,l.L4»NUT4, Q, O.FOD.P'-O)
CALL JOEL.SUO ( A , PHY , ,-KJDOF , IDPHY, !D, I V, JV , NSURS, NSUQT, KDi.» KH?, O7, 4
RE M I N D NUTS
', IDCPL.KnPLVlDPHY.KEEP.KSK ~
CALL EOF3 <LLl', N'JTi,LLo,NUT6,LL3,MUT3)
CALL_P_RINTI_ ^SIHSJHST^'JCTURES READ
" . . . . . . . . ~ " . . . . . . . " ,
 1 , 0 ) " "




_9990_ CALL P" '
WRITE (6,2003) I ENTRY
STOP
"E'ND"
or ;is.ioRY~TJ"SC"D~B"Y~"THi s COHP ILAT I ON
A-4
6 = Q 6 -_7 3 ____ J.5...-55.4 _ £162
C S T C 2 ___ STC2
. ..... "SUBROUTINE STC2
i 2 i » 2 i 2
2 , ___ LVUPQ* » J V ( 1 0 0 ) , K K P J ( l p O i 2 ) | K R E p ( 1 0 0 . 2 ) | M R E D ( 2 ) » M K P T < 2 )
3," N . j n n r ( : > 0 , 6 ) ' r K E E P ( 2 , 2 0 } , K C P l _ ( 2 i O J i 'KSK(20 j , K S R ( 2 0 )
4, " I D P H Y ( 1 > 1 > , I D C P L ( I O O )
T'l EX I T ,'F OD , N'JTl , NUT2V NUT3 , NUT47NUT5 /NUT6 , NUT7 , NUTS'
I,' NUT9,-NUT10,-NUT11|NIJT12
~"COWo.f / fU~ITEZ7"DUMYi'~YLSTART/ Q
• COMMON /'-1CWYC/ L;^ THH ' W < 2n Q }




p'OOs" FORMAT" (///. UX»EN"TRY""P~0"jfjTM5"»"4'X'lHA'S "B'EEN "COMPLETED, » )




- • M o » M P i N S Y M » M S Y . M. , K i f J » i M » 1 1 i »
-----------
 1Gd""TO~(90027o002, 9003^9064 ,9004 ,9004)7" IFENTR'" ........
. C ________ __ _ ___ _ __ __ _______
• 9o c 2 " ~ "" J"HNT«Y ' "= "2" "~ ........ ..... " ~ ............... "
C
c GE'T "i ND i v IDUAL K * CON'JH'I HUT i ON"S~ F ;,OM" COUPL ING" " $PR i NG"S
c _ _ __ __ _ ___
1
 ..... ~ ' R"EAD ("5", lO'O'O") NCPTs7i'OP"
CALL PAGEHD _________
; ..... " ........ W R I T E " " ( 6 , 2 0 0 6 ) " 7 r E N T « Y " V ' N C P L S , IOP'
IF ( IOP, EQ, 2) GO TO 210
C A L L CPL.SPG U , S , P H v , N N D ( l F . K C P L , " l D C P L i N C P L S " < N C P L T , K D 1 > K D 1 i K D 4
___ 1, __ _ LL2 ,NUT2 iLL l .NUTl ) _
"i F~" ( i E'X'I T.'EQ" • I'E'NTK Y " ; uu".""i op , t Q \"^} "GO "TO ^o ......
GO TO 230 _______ ___ ____ _" _____
" "2 i o " " ^CPLT" s a""'
CALL CPLSPG_ ( A , S , PH Y, NNDOF , KCPL , JDCPL-jNCPL..! , NCPLJ , KD.1 , KD1 , KD4
. _.. .......... _ •L 't;4 |-NU74;Ll,'i (NUTl') ' " ' "" .....
C A L L D E i C P i ( A , N f | U o f , JDCF? i , K C F J i » I v i N C P L S , N C P i T , K D l . K D 2 , K n 7 , K D 8 , K C




~ - . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22C R E W I N D NIJT3
w«I rE~TNUT8T'1M"SOB'T7NNnOF7«CPL"Tl JDCPT, KCPL'/I DPHY/KEEP, KSK
«, ' K S R » N » H ' M - ; ' M2' MiP
. . . . . . " - - - - - - " " "
' c' _2.3C._ CONTINUE
C A i i CNNC ( A , N M D O F ; K C P i i







C A L L P A O K H D
W R I T f c :
 < 6 . 2 0 0 7 ) I F N T R Y _________ _CALL R E A D I M (KEF .p . : - JH ,MXsu3" .KD3 , r<D4) " " "" "»
CALL IVDHES (KEfcP' HXSU3i KSK» KSRi N » M i NSM1? Mi^. M2» MiPi* NSYM» MSY_M»_KD3 J
R E M I N D 'JUT3 "" ....... """ ......... "" " .......... """
, IDCPL,KCPL, IpPHY_,KEEP,KSK
" ............. """ ..... "
EOF3 ( L L 3 f N u T S f O j , O i O





CALU_AsMRUl ( 2 , S S » ^ ' K H c D , H R E D , K E K P , N N D O F ' , KSR'/KCPL, I V , JV, M , MX$u8 __
......
__
CALL" A S M t 3 L 2 " ( 3 i 2 , A f K K P T , M K P T i K R E D , M R E D , K E E P . k s k / K S R | K C P " L , IV , JV,"N rM
I', M l .M2 iMlP l .M x S U B| f -J s Ml ,KDl ,Kp3 ,? , |_L3 ,NUT3, L L 2,N l JT2)
" " ..... ........... " .......... " ...... " " " ...... " ' ""
C AssEMtlLF Kll*_ _ _
c" "" "
C A L L ASHRLI ( I . S S M V I K K P T I M K P T . K F E P ^ N D O F - . K S K V K C P L , i v , J V , N , M X S U B
1, ' NS Mi;NSYM,KDl,KD3,Kn4 l4 fUL3,NUT3VLL2iNUT2,LLl,NUTl>
CALL EOF:? (LL3.NUT3,0,0,0,05
IF UEXp.HQ. IF-MTHY) GO TO 999Q
C
'9(j[)4 CALL'Ln-iK' <6HEM~TRY4)
C _ . ._. . . _ . _ _ _ __
9990 CALL PAGrH,')
W R I T K (6,2003) IFNTKY _ ___
F.NI).. .._.
W O R D S OF M:HOKY USh'n BY THIS C O M P I L A T I O N
A-6
,-.06-7.3- ___ 15 .55.3 __ SH£ENE3.S_JC_qjyPL I N.G ____ EN.T.R.Y._4
C S T C 4 _ STIFFNESS JJgUPL ING .ENTRY 4 _
. . . . . . . ~ " " " " " . . . . . ~ . . . . . " " . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n l M E N S _ I _ O N _ A ( l C O , l O O > , S C 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 ) , PHY (100, 100) VS12 U 00, 200 )
"
_ _
"-."" "SzV^OOi «0n >R(200iJ)0)iR2(2CU»50) •SS<2°100>
2 V _ _ _ _ _ Id.UOOJ » t v c i O O ) , J v ( i a O > . T m O O > , T 2 < 1 0 0 > , T 3 < 1 0 q >
3, ' " i . j 'M"r ior(20-.6) , KEEP < 2 , 2 0 ) , K C P L ( 210 ) , K S ( < C 20) i K S R ( 2 0 )
"4." ___ _
5, L A M S Y S < U O J
COMNON_IF.NT.R_. IEX jT , f -ODMNUTi .NUTgt N U T 3 ? N y T 4 , N U T 5 . N U T 6 . _ N U _ T 7 _ ? N y T 8
I," ...... " " '" MUT9^NUriO.NUTl l ,NUTl2 ........ " ....... """""'
n.OMMON /NLI k |EZ/ D.UMY1 / L 3 T A H T / D U M Y 2 < _ 3 0 )
COMMON ""/WORKVC'/'L'NGTHH >n< ^
EQUIVALENCE < s s u > » s d » i > ) » < s s u > »si?<i , i } ) . <ssu) ,s2.itiii))" '
2 ,. __________ ..... _( ss_( i.opai_L? i'H_Y a , !).),.< ss (.100.01 >.tR? ii.ii n _____
REAL LAMSYS,LAMDAU
DATA Kni,Kp2<KD3-,KD4,KD5(KD6,KD7lKD8/100', 20nV2,20,300,21,6,100/ __
DATA"LLl,LL2,LL3.LL4;LL5lLL6,LL7,LLc»iLLlO,-l.Lll.LLl2/ll«1000/
DATA PH!)(1)/1?OHPHY1 PHY2 PHY3 PHY4 PHYS PHY6 PHY7 PHY8 PH
"" ' PHY12" PHY.i3>HY14 ' '
1000 F O R M A T (1615)
" 2np3 F O R M A T ( ///in>' ' E N T R Y PO I NT ' 15 , 4X ' HAS BEEN C O M P L E T E D , ' )
2GC5 FORMAT (///iox \ JENTRY =' Jbiiox'MDi =» J5,iox'fiD2 =»i5,iox»IOP =
20C7 FORMAT C///1GX'IENTKY = 'I5) '_ __ _
REWIND iJ!!T8 "~ "
READ 1NUT8) MSUUT;NNDOK,HCPLT, IDCPL.KCPL,IDPHY,KEEP,KSK_
1§ "~ " 'K5R,Ni M.Mi'M'^M-LP- , NSYMiMSYM
^0 TO (9004,930479004,9004,9005,9006), IENTR
C
90C4 11:^ 1^ .^-? 4 - •— -
c "" " " "
C FOHM R FO R_nYN_A_M.lC IRAN SFO RMATION . .._
c"" "
C A L L PAREHD
W R I T F ' ( 6 , 2 n d * / ) IF :NTRY
C A L L READ ( L A M n A O i N H » N Q » l i D _
"" C A L L ? ? T A P S S " " ( S S i M K » M C f A N M i " i » L L 3 » M U T 3 ) ~ " ""~
C A L L R M A T _ ( S S | R i L A M D A o , m K D 2 i l » U U 5 « N U T 5 » 2 | L ' L 3 » N U T 3 )
c " " " ~ . - . . . . - - -
C M. _ ......
C
C A L L Ms iAR__ < A» j21*N ,M |M lP l ,KD l ,KD2 , l i LL4 l MUT4» l t LL5 ,NUT5 |
c" "" " " "" """ " " "" "
, C K# _ _ ._,.




C " SOLVE" FHR 'ElGENVALu'E's" AND EIGENVECTORS
C __
CALL"EIGVEC" urs"»'b'2l".l.AMsYs» T2, T3,M,M,MlVM2,HiPl,KDl»KD2
A-7
06-7.3 15^ 55.3 SlIF.E.NESS..COuPUIf|G.....EN.T«Y.A_
__5*LL3,NUT3il,




C A L L PAi5EHD
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 0 * 5 ) I f ? N T R Y , M D l , N D 2 , I O P
"i F" ' ( i "OP . E Q". 6 ) "G o " T o y 2 d
CALL DEL PHY U
"!'•" .......... "" 'LL
I F ( l O P . F Q . i ) G O T Q 5 - i O
'
, P f < Y , N N O O F i I D P H Y . T - , ID, I V, jvi NSUBS. KDi • KD4 , KD6
4 , "N ' JT4 ,LL ;5 f ' : jUT5 ,LL l iNUTX) ". "" "
G  TO 5 .0
.• iND' jr i3v |r jSUaS,NSUBTiKDiVK'n4,"LL127NUTl2i"LUi»"NUTl" "
_ _ _ _ W R t T f : _ ( _ N _ U T 3 ) ' I S U n T . N N D O F . N C P L T , I D C P L i K C P L , I p P H Y , K E E P f K S K _ _
"I", " ........ ' K S f V - l i M j M l . M S j M l P i j N S Y M f M S Y M
CALL tOF3 ( L L 4 , N U T 4 l L L 8 » N U T a , L L l 2 , N l J T 1 2 )






"" . . . . . C A L L " P H Y S C L " " ( P H Y , " S 7 A f R ,N fJ I JOF l KFEP,KSK" l KSRr lDPHY" ,NVMI ) l ,MD2 ,KD i "~
1, KD2|KD4 l KDJ.KU6, l ,LL7,NUT7,6 i LL3 l 'NyT_3 l _t t .6 l _NUT6,PH_D)
,, .............. - - ...... - ............
IF ( IEXIJ_.E'3- I E M T R Y ) QO TO 9^90
;
 c " :' ~ ""
9 0 0 6 C A L L LjN_K_ < 6 n E ' j J R Y 6 ) '
, c " " " "
_9990 CALL PAQEHD _
" " " W R I T E " ( ' 6 ' t 2 0 0 3 ) " " i E N T H Y
_ _ S T O P
" E M U " " " " """ ' ~"
"CORDS ' " OF HEirCRY~DSED"~BY"THIS" C O M P I L A T I O N "
A-8




niME.MSION A C l G O . l O d ) .SC100 .100 ) , P H Y ( 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 ) Y S 1 2 { 1 0 0 , 2 0 0 )
- - - . . . . . . . . . ""^iT^On/i 00) - G A M M S O O i 30) » S S ( 2 3 l O O ) . . . . . . . . " . . . . . " . . . . . . .
, ' _ _ _ _ 1 0 ( 1 0 0 ) i l v ( 1 0 0 ) t J V ( l ' J O ) i T K l O O ) , T 2 ( 1 0 C ) , T 3 ( 1 0 0 )
3," l l N O Q F < 2 C , 6 ) , K E E P ( 2 , 2 0 ) , K C P L ( 2 l O ) , K S K ( 2 n ) , K S R ( 2 n )
4," ___ ! D P W V ( ^ 1 5 , I D C P U ( I O O ) | P H D ( 2 0 _ ) ___ ___
5,' " " L A M S Y S < 1 ' . > 0 ) .......... " ........ " """ ~~ ........ ~
COMMON _ lEf-lTl , I EX I T , foU> (JUT,, NUT2 » NUT3»JJUT4_^T_5i NUT6^NUT7, WUT8
, ....... " ..... """MiJT9;.>njTlO,NUTll|NUTl2 ..... "" """ " " """ " .......
COMMON /NLINH:// PUMYI /LSTART/ uMY2<30>
"
F3U I V A L E N C E C S S ( l ) ,S(l,l))i <SSU),S12U,1}_) , (SS( l ) ,S2 l ( l iX ) )
i", ....... c Mi.i) » r , A M A { i i i ) )
__ 2,' __ ( ^ s i i p I 1 ( ? l ) ' P H Y j l i l ) | ________ I _____ ___
R E A L L A H S Y 5
D A T A KDl f K D 2 f K D 3 ; K D 4 7 K 3 5 , K D 6 | K D 7 , K D 8 / 1 0 0 ; 2 Q O V 2 , 2 0 f 300 , 21,6, 10 O/ ^_
~" ..... DATA"LL l / LL2 I LL3 ,LL4 ,LL5 l LL6 ,LL7 ,LU9 ,LL lO ,LLH iLL l2 / l l * 10C jO /
DATA PHn(l)/120HpHYl PHY2 PHY3 PHY* PHY5 PHY6 PHY7 PHY8 PH
"" ...... SY9 PHY10 PHY^" PHY12 PHY1"3"PHY{4' PHY'jS" PHY^"6 PHY-L7 P^^B
SY2H / ^ _____ __ ___ __ ___
io'ob" r0RMAT""i:i6"iHy" "" ' " ...... ..... """" ..... """" ........ ~"~ ........
2U03 F O R M A T
 (///lOX'EfJT«Y PO I rjT ' I 5 , 4X ' HAS BEEN COMPLETED, 1)
2UC8 FtlKMAT '(///.lOX' lENTrtY = • I 5 , i 0 x ' NBKSB" = ' 1 5 )
REWIND ,'JIJT9 _____ . __ _ _ ___ ___
LL9 "="i ..... ~ " "~ ..... .......... ~" ~ ~ ....... " ....... "
_ __
...... READ (NUTS' ' " '•ISlj.jf»f'jNUOF,M'CPLTViDCPL", KCPL, I'DPHY", KEEP.KSK
1, ___ _ K S R , N , M / M l , f ' l 2 , M l P l l N S Y H f MSY_M __
c "" ......... "" " .......... ~~ ..... " .......... " ........................ "
9 Q 0 6 _ _____ 1-^T^.T. ~ 6. ___ __ _____ ___c . . .. . ...........
C BAC<sUBslJT lJT!0 'J _____ ___ __ _______ ___ _ __
C
READ (5,1000) NoKgO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ * 'CALL PA'JEUD ........ ...... ~" " ..... "~ " " "~ ............. ""
'JP.ITF (6 , 2 0 0 3 ) IFNTRYr '^KSB
CALL R T A P D S " ( L A H S Y S i N R i N C i A N H ^ l ' f S
DO 490 JJ = i , N ^ K S MCALL ' BAKSJB { G ^ M A ; s : 2 , S 2 i , s s ; s , i . A M S Y s ; i D , r v , ' J v ; T i , T 2 , T 3 , N , M f N M D • -
CALL WTAI'PS" (12, 1 • NM[) . 6Hl.AM;?KS , i , LL9 , LL9 • NUT9 >
CALL PHY3CL ( "H Y , S . A , 3AMA , N.'JDOF , KF.L:P ,-XSK , KSR , I DPHY , N , 1 • MHU
49 n CQ:\ 'T .
- ' " " CAL ;- Eo f r3
9990 CAM P A G E H D
WRI fil- ' (6, 2 0 ' m ) " l E N T R y "
S T O P _ __
END ' " """ " '" "" ~ "























ASMBL 1: Kl l"
Exit a
= Subroutine requires input data,
see following flow charts.
RF = Read formatted input data.









































































A P P E N D I X B
SUBROUTINE EXPLANATIONS
This appendix contains a brief description of the subroutines
specifically generated for DAMUS. Some of the subroutines may be
used in a general FORMA program. The following list of general sub-
routines were used by DAMUS. Detailed explanations of each routine





















































Adds substructure eigenvalues to diagonal elements
of single- subscripted, symmetrically stored matrix.
Assembles K , , , K partitions in symmetric form.
L* L*
Assembles K. partition, double subscripts
Adds K contributions into correct locations of K , KC IP J— i 1 1 ZZ
Adds K_, contributions into correct locations of K
1 Z
Backsubstitutes eigenvectors
Solution for Z of equation [A] £ Z~\ - [_B J where
[A! is symmetrically stored.
T
Matrix triple product Z = B A B where A is symmetrically
stored. Z is double- subscripted but only upper-half is
returned.
Calculate connectivity for substructures.
Generates spring contributions of Z substructures in
partitioned form.
Decomposes symmetrically stored matrix A into factors
where A = L D LT
Changes data files when changing a coupling spring
Changes data files when changing physical vectors to
be printed
Changes data files when changing basic substructure data
Gets eigenvalues and complete set of participation factors
Write end of file for up to 3 files at a time
























Special routine which fills up vector for omitted values
Generates initial data and index locations
Generates vectors for assembling K matrix
Generates reduced stiffness matrix
Eigenvalue /vector routine with mass matrix options
Generates reduced mass matrix
Multiplies BZ = A * BZ where A is symmetrically stored
Generates new set of eigenvectors in partitioned form
for getting physicals
Calculates physical eigenvectors
Revises matrix A into matrix Z, where Z may be a single
or double subscripted matrix
Calculates f°r dynamic transformation
=
 TSpecial triple product Z  R A R when a 3X3 submatrix
of direction cosines is input for R.
Special matrix read tape routine - double subscript
Special matrix read tape routine - single subscript
Generates substructure eigenvalues and vectors from
basic substructure mass and stiffness matrices
TB = A where A, B occupy the same core location
Unpacks symmetric single- subscripted array into
symmetric double subscripted storage (upper half only)
Updates data from two files to one in a predescribed order
Updates data file for physical vectors
Special matrix write tape routine - double subscripts
Special matrix write tape routine - single subscripts
B-3
A P P E N D I X C
SAMPLE PROBLEM
This appendix contains a sample problem using all 6 entry points
of DAMUS.
The sample problem used to illustrate the use of DAMUS -was
Problem 1, a 20 DOF longitudinal rod model consisting of 2 substructures
(10 DOF/substructure). The output data printed by DAMUS follows a
listing of the actual data cards used to execute the program.
Since this was only a test case, no output tapes were saved and
the same logical tape unit was assigned to the input files 7, 8 and 9.
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